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Nonprofits often represent the needs of our communities, but fewer than 3% of nonprofits engage
in legislative advocacy, which can create the change we want to see (See: Endnote 1). In a time
when New Yorkers face housing insecurity, threats to immigration, affordability, and other challenges,
policymakers need to hear more from nonprofits, not less. Nonprofit advocacy strengthens our
democracy because we bring more voices into public debates(See: Endnote 2). But, many nonprofits
do not engage in advocacy because they think they are not allowed to as tax-exempt organizations, or
because of negative associations with the terms advocacy and lobbying, or because of consulting
registration and reporting requirements. (See: Endnote 3).
Legislative advocacy rules are complicated and burdensome, and nonprofits are the most
tightly regulated of all sectors that lobby (See: Endnote 4). New York State and New York City’s
“lobbying threshold” is $5,000. If an organization expects to spend $5,000 in a year doing legislative
advocacy, they must: register as a lobbyist and submit bi-monthly reports on their activities to the city
and state; familiarize themselves with the Joint Commission on Public Ethic’s (JCOPE) 92-page
regulations; file a minimum of 6 reports each year; and risk paying late filing fees ranging from $75 to
$2,000 per filing. This causes many nonprofits to decide not to lobby at all - taking their voices, and the
voices of their communities, out of the conversation.
Reporting lobbying activity can be expensive - big lobbyists spend upwards of $500 a month on
reporting alone. Small nonprofits simply can’t afford that. A grassroots organization could have to
register as a lobbyist and file reports for the next two years, if all it does is take community members
to Albany one time.
We want to amplify community voices, by raising the lobbying threshold from $5,000 to $10,000. Our
hope is that raising the threshold will encourage more nonprofit advocacy and alleviate the
administrative burden placed on grassroots organizations’ advocacy. Lobbying filers who spent less
than $10,000 in 2018 collectively spent 0.75% of total spending (See: Endnote 5), which means that
99% of all lobbyists will still have to report, even with this higher threshold. Raising the threshold will
not compromise transparency for professional lobbyists, or even those nonprofits that do a lot of
lobbying as a part of their work. In fact, raising the threshold will allow JCOPE to use more resources
to monitor lobbyists who are spending the most money (in 2018 4% of filers spent 34% ($89 million) of
total spending (See: Endnote 5).
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Asian American Federation
The Bridgespan Group

Chinese American Planning Council
The Chocolate Factory Theatre
Coalition for Behavioral Health
Funders for LGBTQ Issues
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Nonprofit New York
Stonewall Community Foundation
Union Theological Seminary
United Neighborhood Houses
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